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Like any city of its size and longevity (but, 
then, is there any other city of both its size and 
longevity?), Istanbul can only be described by 
way of a series of contrasts that both demand and 
defy reconciliation: both palimpsest of historical 
strata and kaleidoscope of the contemporary; 
both text to be interpreted and object that 
frustrates interpretation; both brand commodity 
and site of silenced memories; both consumerist 
utopia and dystopian urban noir; both target 
of political-economic projects and uneven 
topography of powers past and present; both 
mundane lifeworld and myth; both the reflective 
nostalgia of lugubrious hüzün and the restorative 
nostalgia of Neo-Ottoman pomp; both May 1st 
and May 27th; both Gezi and Çamlıca. This list is 
necessarily incomplete; indeed, its incompletion 
is perhaps its most suggestive characteristic. 
Our conference, “Through the Looking Glass of 
the Local: Rereading Istanbul’s Pasts through 
Its Myriad Spaces,” foregrounds the resolute 
heterogeneity of Istanbul by emphasizing the 
formative, perspectival relationship between 
historical narratives of the city and spaces 
and places within it. How do specific spaces 
and sites—buildings, monuments, streets, 
mahalles—encourage certain histories and 
memories while silencing others? Which 
chronotopes now dominate broad discourses 
about the city as a whole? And what counter-
histories and heterotopias emerge from taking 
the differentiated space of the city seriously? 
At a time when Istanbul  is uniquely targeted by 
both ideological and political economic powers 
seeking to extract surplus historical value from 
the city’s dense past, questions such as these are 
not only templates for scholarly endeavor, but 
sounding alarms urging attention.
chedule

Day One (Thursday, September 28)
09:30-10:15  Welcome, opening remarks
10:15-10:30  Coffee Break

10:30-12:30	 Panel	One:	neO-OttOman	echOes	and	POst-OttOman	erasures
Çiğdem	Buğdayci,	amsterdam	school	for	cultural	analysis:	
“the	dead	Who	is	alive:	the	culture	of	death	in	the	Post-Ottoman	Istanbul”
Josh	carney,	university	of	south	Florida:
“channeling	the	Ottoman	Past:	Popular	television	and	the	medium	of	Burial	sites	in	neo-Ottoman	
Istanbul”
nick	danforth,	Georgetown	university:	
“making	Ottoman	Istanbul	modern”

12:30-13:30  Lunch for conference participants

13:30-15:30		Panel	tWO:	narratInG	tIme	and	the	cIty
timur	hammond,	syracuse	university:	
“the	Just	lived	Past:	Istanbul	through	the	eyes	of	süheyl	Ünver	and	ali	saim	Ülgen”
suzan	meryem	rosita,	european	university	Institute:	
“survival,	speech	and	silence:	trauma	in	Western	armenian	literature”
charles	sabatos:
“nostalgia	for	Istanbul/constantinople	in	Interwar	east	central	europe”

15:30-17:30		Informal	exploration	of	Göttingen	for	conference	participants
19:00   Dinner for conference participants

day	two	(Friday,	september	29)
10:00-12:00  Keynote Lecture, edhem	eldem,	Boğaziçi	university
	 “title	.......”
12:00-13:00  Lunch for conference participants

13:00-15:00	Panel	three:	lOcatIOns	OF	the	Past
aynur	de	rouen,	state	university	of	new	york,	Binghamton:	
“community	resilience:	negotiating	space	in	Post-Ottoman	Istanbul	neighbourhoods”
nagihan	haliloğlu,	Fatih	sultan	mehmet	university:	“
recasting	Imperial	Pasts	and	Palimpsest	in	Balat,	Istanbul”
enno	maessen,	university	of	amsterdam:	
“the	city	Isn’t	What	It	used	to	Be!	Post-imperial	Beyoğlu	from	the	Perspective	of	three	local	Institutions”

15:00-15:15  Coffee Break

15:15-16:00		closing	remarks	and	discussion

19:00		 dinner	for	conference	participants
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